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Talent Roof: 10th Anniversary Retrospective of KKL 

Partnership Architects 

“Talent Roof” is a retrospective of the architectural practice of KKL Partnership 

Architects in past ten years. It exhibits the works and theory of Mr. Li Yang, the chief 

architect with his team. 

 

What kind of buildings and cities do modern people need? Have modern cities shown 

increasingly the characters of anti-nature? What relationship should be among the 

nature, city, architecture and people? These questions may lead the architects to a 

continuous thinking although it may not be answered precisely. During the past ten 

years, KKL did abundant practice and study. They emphasize the coexisting 

architecture with environment and topological urban space. The architectural of KKL 

design begins from urban analysis and they hope to arouse the visitors' thinking on a 

healthy and comfortable city life. 

 

The exhibition displays the ten-year practice and study in different ways like models, 

boards, booklets and multimedia, etc. An illustrated record of KKL is provided for first 

reading and it could be known a story about an architect with the architecture and the 

city. 

 

The exhibition is on show at “Talent Roof”, the location of the studio on the rooftop of 

the Rmbox building, which means the working environment of the architects is opened 

to the city and the office becomes a part of the city life. This is the point of view which 

the studio takes for all these years: the space of the city life should be interpenetrated. 

The retrospective of the ten years is more than an exhibition. It attempts to bring in 

more activities for citizens, which is creating a relationship more closely between the 

architects and the city. 

 

 



“Talent Roof”: site of exhibition -“401 Hights”, office of KKL Partnership 

Architects 

 

“Talent Roof”: the entrance 

 



“Talent Roof”: main exhibition hall 

 

 
“Talent Roof”: main exhibition hall 

 



“Talent Roof”: urban planning model 

 

“Talent Roof”: architectural model 

 



“Talent Roof”: architectural model 

 

“Talent Roof”: experience area of KKL’s works  

 



“Talent Roof”: derivative of design 

 

guide map of “Talent Roof” 

 

http://www.baidu.com/link?url=XBUhqctlex32gUTBM_TvMtplZVKrRcfN-En-94giIqPK0AWuXHrl_8nJX1doRMCvNYBJfkPVpzd27JCCnIAAFXXKpRqzteq-WrzdHxA0Yry


opening ceremony of “Talent Roof”: “Ten Issues” 

 

opening ceremony of “Talent Roof”: “Ten Issues”, Li Yang(front row, fourth 

from the right), the chief architect of KKL Partnership Architects is talking with 

guests as Hu Yue, Sun Zinglie, Liu Yulong, etc. about city issues.  



 
 

Information 

 

Organizer：KKL Partnership Architects 

Date: 2015.9.20-10.30 

Time：10:00-17:00(no holiday) 

Location: 401, 4th floor, No. 17 North Block, Guangshun North Street, Chaoyang 

District, Beijing  

Website: www.kklpa.com 

Email: kklcn@163.com 

Tel: +86 010-84780056 

  



 


